ADVANCE

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY INSURANCE
FOR THE MIDDLE MARKET

ACHIEVE

At AFM, we help our clients choose how to best identify, prioritize and reduce future loss
in a way that makes practical and affordable sense. It’s all about helping them achieve a
long-term competitive advantage.

We specialize in property insurance for the middle market. It’s what we do.

Every day we explore new ways to
expand and tailor coverage to meet
our brokers’ and clients’ever-evolving
business challenges. Whether they’re
considering multinational expansion,
dealing with new competitors moving
into their market, or relying on complex
and sometimes fragile supply
chains—a holistic look at property
risk, including cost-effective, proven
engineering solutions, not only can
offer financial protection, it can build
more resilient companies and help
them thrive.

Our key resource is our people. No one can match the
depth and breadth of our specialized expertise and
proven underwriting capabilities. We are committed
to long-term, stable relationships.

ALIGN

ANALYZE

With the strength of the FM Global Group behind us,
our balance sheet is strong. We offer a level of
sophisticated property insurance enjoyed by many
of the world’s top companies — flexibly crafted to
work for the middle market.

We leverage our engineering
capabilities to help our clients pursue
prudent loss prevention tactics that can
greatly mitigate risk. With over 1,800
engineers deployed worldwide, we
identify practical and cost-effective
solutions that match both risk tolerance
levels and business needs. We use
location-based engineering—rather than
relying solely on statistical risk—to gain
critical insight that leads to more precise
risk analysis and competitive pricing.
And, we continue to sharpen our
capabilities through ongoing scientific
research and product testing at
FM Global’s state-of-the-art Research
Campus.

To better protect our clients’ property, we put more than 180 years of engineering expertise
to work every day.

We constantly explore new ways to expand coverage and meet ever-evolving challenges.

We endeavor to offer the broadest
coverage, and strive to offer the
simplest too. Our goal? Clarity before
a loss ever occurs. Our form is
comprehensive and concise. A table
of contents makes it easy to find what
you are looking for. And our innovative
coverages reflect the changing needs
of our clients. Advantages of our form
include coverage of the entire supply
chain for both suppliers and customers,
and BI Select™ coverage, which allows
policyholders to choose to calculate
BI either with Gross Earnings or Gross
Profit after the loss occurs.

We aim for our quote to seamlessly become the
binder, and, later, the declarations section of the
policy. It’s all about reducing opportunity for error
while increasing contract certainty.

ANTICIPATE

ACCELERATE

Through the use of proprietary
technology, we enable a user experience
that speeds up transactions, redefines
responsiveness and lowers the long-term
cost of risk. Your underwriter is
empowered to help you succeed and
is committed to prompt policy issuance
that saves you time by minimizing
unnecessary review of multiple binding
documents. On average, we produce
a policy within 15 days of binding.
Not only is contract certainty achieved
faster—so is peace of mind.

We pride ourselves on sharing research
with the public. After all, transparency
is critical to long-term relationships.

We offer online training and on-site
policy workshops to ensure that our
brokers and clients completely
understand the nuances of their policy.

We share our knowledge to help our clients move at the new speed of business.

According to a recent third-party study, our claims satisfaction score is more than twice that
of the No. 2 preferred carrier. We do what we say we’ll do.

Many middle market companies rely on sophisticated
supply chains and partners located in hazard-prone
areas. Our global supply chain coverage considers
these exposures and risk factors, which is why we
cover 2nd, 3rd, even 4th tier suppliers.

Insurance has a clear role to fulfill: to
financially protect those at risk. When an
event occurs, our clients know that we
have their back.
These aren’t just words. Advisen,
a leading information and analytics firm,
surveyed hundreds of risk managers
and brokers. FM Global was ranked #1
and "the most highly regarded insurer
in property claims handling." We are
committed to assisting our clients in a
time of loss—our goal is to be seen as
collaborators not adversaries. Our focus
is on fair and equitable settlements,
prompt on-site loss guidance and
rapid back-to-business strategies.

ASSURE

ASPIRE

AFM Services
Every company aspires to get to the
next level. Having AFM as a strategic
partner creates a long-term competitive
advantage and provides the stability
brokers and clients need. Our services
help them achieve their goals.

Loss prevention consultative visits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exposure-driven engineering
Natural catastrophe exposure
management
Understanding the Hazard tools
Professional in-house claims
handling and loss adjustment
Builder’s risk plan review
Impairment handling
Training programs and educational
resources
Post-loss analysis
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